Let 5 be a compact semigroup and P(5) the set of probability measures on S . Suppose P(S) has zero 9 and define a 
measure Vi is called mean-nilpotent if
[\i + V + ... + W ) In •* 9 , and can be characterized in terms of its support.
Throughout this paper S is a compact topological semigroup such that its minimal ideal K(S) is a (compact) group. As is well-known, the set P{S) of probability measures on S is a compact semigroup under convolution and the weak* topology, [3] , For u, v € P(S) , we then have Let N = {u € P(5) : suppp => K(S)} , which is easily seen to be an ideal of P(S) .
THEOREM 1. N c N • that is, any measure with support containing K(S) is nilpotent.
Proof. Take u € N and let T be the identity of the group 
. Then suppx c suppX(S(y)) = #(suppS(u)) = #(S(suppu)) = K(S) .

Hence suppyr = suppysuppx ^> Jf(S)suppT = K(S) . On the other hand, supppx c K(S) since px f K[S(\i)) . Consequently suppyx = K(S) . Since
Given p € P(S)
, it is known that the sequence |^-= -' *' " I must converge to an idempotent measure L(\i) with suppL(u) = x(5(suppu)) , [5] . The measure p is termed mean-nilpotent if L(u) = 6 . Let M denote the set of mean-nilpotent measures on S ; it is evident that M ID N ; that is, a nilpotent measure is mean-nilpotent. That the converse does not hold may be seen from the example below. But first we characterize mean-nilpotency in the next theorem.
THEOREM 5. Let \i € P(S) . Then u € M if and only if S(suppu) 3 K{S) .
Proof. To prove the "if" part, we note that S(suppvi) Proof. Because S( suppy) 3S(suppy n ) , we apply the previous theorem to obtain the result.
COROLLARY 7. The set M is convex and everywhere dense, and suppM = 5 .
Proof. We need only to shov that M is convex. Take y, v € M and l e t T = fcy + (l-t)v for 0 < t < 1 . Since suppT = suppy u suppv 3 suppy , i t follows that S(suppx) => S{suppy) z> K(S) . This together with Theorem 5 gives x € M .
EXAMPLE 8. A mean-nilpotent measure is not nilpotent. Take the group S = {a, e) , e being the identity, and let y = 6(a) . Then y € M since S(suppy) = S(a) = S = K{S) , but y is clearly not nilpotent.
When the group K(S) is a singleton, i t can be shown that a measure in P(S) is nilpotent if and only if mean-nilpotent, [2, Theorem lU], so that nilpotency of measures is dependent of supports only. The author has been unable to prove whether this carries over to the general case. That i s , given y, v € P(S) with suppy = suppv , if y € M , is i t true that V € N also?
